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Concessive and adversative relations are seen to be conceptually more complex than e.g. ad-

verbial relations of the temporal, conditional or causal type (CCT-type) (e.g. König 1988, 

Christ 2014). However, concessive and adversative clauses (CONCs and ADVs, respectively) 

are syntactically different, too. In (1) this is illustrated with binding data from German. 
 

(1) a. Fast jeder Anwesende1 wurde bleich, weil er1 erschrocken ist. 

  nearly every attendant turned pale because he frightened got 

 b. *Kein Anwesender1 wurde bleich, obwohl er1 erschrocken ist. 

  no attendant turned pale although he frightened got 

 c. *Heute ist fast jeder Anwesende erschrocken, während er gestern ganz ruhig blieb. 

  today got nearly every person-present frightened while he yesterday quite calm kept 
 

The causal clause allows binding from outside, (1a), the CONC and the ADV do not, (1b,c). 

The same grouping can be found elsewhere. For example, an adverbial clause of the CCT-

type may carry the nuclear accent of the complex [host + adverbial clause], a CONC or an 

ADV may not; the former may be part of question formation with the complex [host + adver-

bial clause], the latter may not. Underlying these data is the fact in (2) (cf. e.g. Haegeman 

2006). 
 

(2) In contrast to clauses of the CCT-type, CONCs and ADVs cannot appear as central ad-

verbial clauses (CACs). 
 

CACs are clauses which are base generated in the V-domain of their hosts (Haegeman 2006). 

Whereas CONCs and ADVs cannot be CACs, they can appear as peripheral adverbial clauses 

(PACs) or as non-integrated dependent clauses (NonICs). PACs are generated above TP in the 

left periphery of their host clauses (Haegeman 2006). A NonIC does not form a syntactic con-

stituent with its host (Holler 2008, Frey 2016). It is only semantically dependent on its host. It 

may encode its own illocutionary force hence allowing for example a question tag. 

 Thus, CONCs and ADVs may appear as PACs and as NonICs, but not as CACs, whereas 

clauses of the CCT-type may appear as CACs, PACs or NonICs (Frey 2016). A central con-

cern of the paper is to explain these findings. In order to do so, it first will be argued that dif-

ferent semantic objects are connected with the different clause types, thereby also arguing that 

subordinators only connect two semantic objects of the same semantic type. 
 

(3) a. A CAC encodes a relation between two eventualities. 

 b. A PAC encodes a relation between two propositions. 

 c. A NonIC encodes a relation between two speech acts. 
 

Second, it will be claimed that CONCs and ADVs, in contrast to clauses of the CCT-type (cf. 

e.g. Larson 2004), cannot relate two eventualities. The reason is that the concessive and the 

adversative relation involve presuppositions containing a modal operator (cf. e.g. König 1988, 

Lang 2000). Thus, they involve a semantic component which goes beyond eventualities. It 

follows that they connect semantic objects of at least the type of propositions. Therefore 

CONCs and ADVs cannot be CACs, but PACs. They can be NonICs too, since speech acts 

are of a higher semantic type, which comprises propositions. 

 The paper will also discuss the relation of the classification in CACs, PACs and NonICs 

to Sweetser’s (1990) often cited three levels of meaning, which differentiates between the 

external arguments of adverbial clauses as referring (i) to the external world (eventuality-

related meaning), cf. (4a), (4d); (ii) to an assumption about the external world (epistemic 

meaning), (4b); or (iii) to a speech act (4c) (speech act related meaning).  
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(4) a. Obwohl sie erschrocken ist (*nicht wahr?), ist Maria nicht bleich. 

  although she frightened got (didn’t she?) is Maria not pale 

 b. Obwohl sie sehr bleich ist (*nicht wahr?), ist Maria nicht erschrocken. 

 c. Obwohl du dich nicht für sie interessierst (nicht wahr?), Maria ist krank. 

  Although you REFL not in her interested are (are you?) Maria is ill 

 d. Obwohl sie erschrocken ist (nicht wahr?), Maria ist nicht bleich.  
 

It will be shown that a CAC may support (i), a PAC may support (i) or (ii), a NonIC may sup-

port (i), (ii) or (iii). (4) illustrates four of the six possibilities. In (4a) the CONC is a PAC (in 

the prefield of a German V(erb)2-clause) with reading (i), in (4b) it is a PAC with reading (ii), 

in (4c) it is a NonIC (outside of the following V2-clause) with reading (iii), and in (4d) it is a 

NonIC with reading (i) again. A consequence to be discussed is that an adverbial clause which 

relates to a speech act has to be a NonIC, cf. (4c) and the ungrammaticality of the PAC in (5). 
 

(5) *Obwohl du dich nicht für sie interessierst, ist Maria krank. 
 

It will be shown how the eventuality-related or the epistemic meaning of a NonIC emerges on 

the basis of relations between speech acts. 

 The paper will mainly discuss German obwohl-verb-final clauses as an example for 

CONC and während-verb-final clauses as an example for ADV. However the English alt-

hough- and while-clauses will be touched on too. To sharpen the understanding of conces-

sives, some discussion comparing them with so-called concessive conditionals will be pur-

sued. It will be shown that concessive conditionals may operate on the level of eventualities, 

i.e., they can be CACs. This allows us to explain contrasts like the following: 
 

(6) a. *Kein Patient1 fühlte sich wohl, obwohl man ihn1 gut behandelt hatte. 

  No patient felt REFL fine although they him well treated have 

 b. Kein Patient fühlte1 sich wohl, selbst wenn man ihn1 gut behandelt hatte. 

  No patient felt REFL fine even if they him well treated have 
 

Overall the paper arrives at the following claims: (i) There exists a concessive and an adversa-

tive relation between propositions. The adverbial clauses encoding these relations are attached 

above the TP-level of their hosts. (ii) There exists a concessive and an adversative relation 

between speech acts. The adverbial clauses encoding these relations are syntactically inde-

pendent from their hosts. (iii) A clause referring to a proposition must not contain material 

indicating its illocutionary independence like e.g. question tags (cf. (4a,b)) and it cannot spec-

ify the speech act performed by another clause (cf. (5). (iv) Concessives and adversatives may 

not operate on the level of eventualities, whereas adverbial relations like the temporal, causal, 

conditional or conditional concessive may. (v) A clause referring to an eventuality may for 

example contain negation, quantifiers (cf. (1a), (6b), and event related adverbials but for ex-

ample it may not contain sentence adverbials, epistemic modals and it may not comprise a 

presupposition containing a modal operator. 
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